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The World’s Leading Events on Artificial 
Intelligence in Medicine and Healthcare



 Tuesday 17th September

07:00 - 08.00 Registration & Networking Coffee

08:00 - 09.30 Workshops 1
 Basic AI for Clinicians

08:00 - 09:30 Workshops 2
 Startups and Basics of Entrepreneurship

08:00 - 09:30 Workshops 3
 Machine and Deep Learning

 Saurabh Jha Dell
 Deep Learning Architect
 Computer Vision has lots of applications including medical imaging, autonomous 

 vehicles, industrial inspection and augmented reality. Use of Deep Learning for Computer 

 Vision can be categorized into multiple categories for both images and videos – 

 Classification, detection, segmentation & generation. 

 Having worked in Deep Learning with a focus on Computer Vision have come across 

 various challenges and learned best practices over a period experimenting with cutting 

 edge ideas. This workshop is for Data Scientists & Computer Vision Engineers whose  

 focus is deep learning. We will cover state of the art architectures for Image 

 Segmentation and practical tips & tricks to train a deep neural network models. It will 

 be hands on session where every concepts will be introduced through python code 

 and our choice of deep learning framework will be PyTorch v1.0. 

 The workshop takes a structured approach. First it covers basic techniques in image  

 processing and python for handling images and building  Pytorch data loaders. Then 

 we introduce how image segmentation was done in pre CNN era and cover clustering  

 techniques for segmentation. Start with the basics of neural networks and introduce 

 Convolutional neural networks and cover advanced architecture – Resnet. Introduce 

 the idea of Fully Convolutional Paper and it’s impact on Semantic Segmentation. 

 Cover latest semantic segmentation architecture with code and basics of scene text  

 understanding in pytorch with how to run carefully designed experiments using callbacks, 

 hooks. Introduce discriminative learning rate and mixed precision to train deep neural  

 network models. Idea is to bridge the gap between theory and practice and teach how 

 to run practical experiments and tune deep learning based systems by covering tricks 

 introduced in various research papers. Discuss in-depth on the interaction between 

 batchnorm, weight decay and learning rate. Will cover how Semantic Segmentation 

 algorithms are developed to solve problems in medical imaging. 



 Jalaj Jain MIT Technology Review
 Applied Vision Researcher
 Generative adversarial network GAN) has been very successful in solving many ill-poised 

 computer vision problems for example noise reduction, image translation, video generation, 

 super resolution etc… However, GAN has been less explored for Solving medical vision problems. 

 In this talk, we will explore the state-of-art GAN networks and their following variants for 

 the generation of X-ray images with hip fractures. 

 l Conditional GAN

 l InfoGAN: Interpretable Representation Learning by information maximizing  GAN.

 l Energy based GAN .

 l Least squares GAN.

 l Boundary Equilibrium GAN.

 We also discuss the various GAN tricks and their impact on the image quality. Finally, we 

 show that GANs can be helpful in generating medical images of unusual Pathologies at 

 unusual anatomical parts for training thereby improving the overall accuracy of the networks

 

9:30 - 10:00 Networking break and meet the exhibitors chaired by Dr. Anthony Chang

10:00 - 11:00 Keynote Session Day 1
 Opening Note Dr. Anthony Chang - 10 mts (3-5 slides) And set the frame work

 João Bocas  Digital Salutem

 Keynote speaker and Top 100 Global Digital Influencer

 Pending

 Keynote 2 - 10 minute presentations (3-5 slides)

 Keynote 3 - 10 minute presentations (3-5 slides)

 with 20 mins Q&A

11:00 - 11:45 Open Forum

11:45 - 13:00 Lunch for Networking, speakers split on to separate tables.



13:00 - 14:00 Session 1A 
 Artificial Intelligence and Medicine Around the World

14:00 - 15.00   Session IB
 EBasic Concepts of Data with Relevance to Medicine

 Tempest van Schaik Microsoft
 Senior Machine Learning Engineer (Healthcare) 
 AI has made extraordinary gains, leading to talk of Artificial General Intelligence which 

 conjures up sci-fi visions. But the kind of real-world machine learning that is happening 

 today- not developing algorithms but actually applying them- is messy, sometimes tedious 

 and generally quite hard. There are still plenty of low-hanging fruit for AI in healthcare: 

 practical, unglamorous problems that can have a huge impact, but they all rely on that 

 mythical beast, Good Data. Tempest will share her unique perspective of solving diverse, 

 real-world healthcare problems, including challenges, opportunities, and the importance 

 of close collaboration between engineers and healthcare experts.

 Annette ten Teije VU University Amsterdam
 Associate Professor
 Pending

 Dr. Alan Tucker Brunel University London
 Senior Lecturer, Head of Intelligent Data Analysis Group
 Pending

15:00 - 15:30 Networking Break

15:30 - 16.30   Meet the Speakers

16:30 - 17.30   Session 1 C
 Basic Concepts of Artificial Intelligence
 
 Anni Mekhai Deloitte
 Medical Doctor /Health Tech Eminence
 There is much hype around the potential for technology to transform and improve 

 delivery of healthcare but it can often be hard to crystallise what makes truly impactful 

 health technology. This talk reviews five key strategic principles for focussing development 

 on creating health technology that is sticky and creates a meaningful difference for 

 patients and providers. 



 Principle 1 – Start with Why

 Focus on the problem the solution is solving, not how technically impressive the solution 

 is. Understand the user’s Job To Be Done. And more than anything, do not make things worse

 Principle 2 – Set the Vision

 Large numbers of people collaborating need clear organisational goals to work cooperatively

 Principle 3 – Prioritise your Work

 Tech can enable you to do anything but it can’t allow you to do everything. Start by 

 addressing the biggest problems first.

 Principle 4 – Consider the User Experience

 Health Technology has frequently focussed on whether it is possible to achieve a task 

 using technology without considering how easy and intuitive completing that task is. 

 Creating a beautiful user experience is not just a luxury, it is something that is proven to 

 be directly linked to quality and safety of patient care. 

 Principle 5 – Measure your work

 Every system can be improved, but nothing can be improved without auditing and baselining 

 the status quo first to be able to know what and how to improve. Count something, optimise 

 it, and iterate on the solution.

 Effective resource management using machine learning in medicine: 
 An applied example
 Original Research by: Alan Williams, Ann-Marie Mekhail, James Williams, 
 Johanna McCord, Vanessa Buchan

 Background The field of medicine is rapidly becoming digitised, and in the process passively  

 amassing large volumes of healthcare data. Machine learning and data analytics are 

 advancing rapidly, but these have been slow to be taken up in the day-to-day delivery of 

 healthcare. We present an application of machine learning to optimise a laboratory testing 

 programme as an example of benefiting from these tools.

 Methods Canterbury District Health Board has recently implemented a system for urgent lab 

 sample processing in the community, reducing unnecessary emergency presentations to 

 hospital. Samples are transported from primary care facilities to a central laboratory. 

 To improve the efficiency of this service, our team built a prototype transport scheduling 

 platform using machine learning techniques and simulated the efficiency and cost impact

 of the platform using historical data.



 Results Our simulation demonstrated procedural efficiency and potential for annual

 savings between 5% and 14% from implementing a real-time lab sample transport

 scheduling platform. Advantages included providing a forward job list to the laboratory, 

 an expected time to result and a streamlined transport request process.

 Conclusion There are a range of opportunities in healthcare to use large datasets for 

 improved delivery of care. We have described an applied example of using machine 

 learning techniques to improve the efficiency of community patient lab sample processing 

 at scale. This is with a view to demonstrating practical avenues for collaboration between

 clinicians and machine learning engineers.

 Newton Howard Oxford University
 Professor of Neurocompuation and Neurosurgery
 How can we solve disorders that cause brain malfunctioning unless we first understand the 

 brain as a complex biological computer? Using Hilbert Spaces, we can model the state of the 

 brain as a wave function superposition. Each component of the brain fits as a formula within 

 this paradigm. Learning, memorization, and recall are now able to be modeled within this 

 mathematical framework that we call the Fundamental Code Unit. Now that there is a working  

 mathematical model for the brain, how can we heal detrimental signaling patterns caused 

 by neurodegenerative diseases? Optogenetics allows us to modify light-sensitive ion channels 

 and alter brain activity on a cellular level. Using the Fundamental Code Unit, optogenetics, 

 and other emerging technologies we are finding new ways to safely restore the brain back 

 to optimal functioning.

 Finn Catling Royal Free London NHS Foundation Trust
 Machine Learning Researcher and Anaesthetic/Critical Care Doctor
 Pending

20:00 - 23.00   AIMed Social



 Wednesday 18th September

07:00 - 08.00 Registration and Coffee

08:00 - 09.30 Workshops 1
 Basic AI for Clinicians - All running concurrently 

08:00 - 09:30 Workshops 2
 Startups and Basics of Entrepreneurship - All running concurrently 

08:00 - 09:30 Workshops 3
 Machine and Deep Learning

 Saurabh Jha Dell
 Deep Learning Architect 
 Computer Vision has lots of applications including medical imaging, autonomous 

 vehicles, industrial inspection and augmented reality. Use of Deep Learning for Computer 

 Vision can be categorized into multiple categories for both images and videos – 

 Classification, detection, segmentation & generation. 

 Having worked in Deep Learning with a focus on Computer Vision have come across 

 various challenges and learned best practices over a period experimenting with cutting 

 edge ideas. This workshop is for Data Scientists & Computer Vision Engineers whose   

 focus is deep learning. We will cover state of the art architectures for Image 

 Segmentation and practical tips & tricks to train a deep neural network models. It will 

 be hands on session where every concepts will be introduced through python code 

 and our choice of deep learning framework will be PyTorch v1.0. 

 The workshop takes a structured approach. First it covers basic techniques in image   

 processing and python for handling images and building  Pytorch data loaders. Then 

 we introduce how image segmentation was done in pre CNN era and cover clustering   

 techniques for segmentation. Start with the basics of neural networks and introduce 

 Convolutional neural networks and cover advanced architecture – Resnet. Introduce 

 the idea of Fully Convolutional Paper and it’s impact on Semantic Segmentation. 

 Cover latest semantic segmentation architecture with code and basics of scene text   

 understanding in pytorch with how to run carefully designed experiments using callbacks, 

 hooks. Introduce discriminative learning rate and mixed precision to train deep neural   

 network models. Idea is to bridge the gap between theory and practice and teach how 

 to run practical experiments and tune deep learning based systems by covering tricks 

 introduced in various research papers. Discuss in-depth on the interaction between 

 batchnorm, weight decay and learning rate. Will cover how Semantic Segmentation 

 algorithms are developed to solve problems in medical imaging. 



 Jalaj Jain MIT Technology Review
 Applied Vision Researcher
 Generative adversarial network GAN) has been very successful in solving many ill-poised 

 computer vision problems for example noise reduction, image translation, video generation, 

 super resolution etc… However, GAN has been less explored for Solving medical vision problems. 

 In this talk, we will explore the state-of-art GAN networks and their following variants for 

 the generation of X-ray images with hip fractures. 

 l Conditional GAN

 l InfoGAN: Interpretable Representation Learning by information maximizing  GAN.

 l Energy based GAN .

 l Least squares GAN.

 l Boundary Equilibrium GAN.

 We also discuss the various GAN tricks and their impact on the image quality. Finally, we 

 show that GANs can be helpful in generating medical images of unusual Pathologies at 

 unusual anatomical parts for training thereby improving the overall accuracy of the networks.

9:30 - 10:00 Networking break and meet the exhibitors chaired by Dr. Anthony Chang

10:00 - 11:00 Keynote Session Day 2
 Opening Note Dr. Anthony Chang - 10 mts (3-5 slides) And set the frame work

 Keynote 1 - 10 minute presentations (3-5 slides)

 Keynote 2 - 10 minute presentations (3-5 slides)

 Keynote 3 - 10 minute presentations (3-5 slides)

 with 20 mins Q&A

11:00 - 11:45 Open Forum

13:00 - 14:00 How we did it, How we can do this.

14:00 - 15:30 Dragons Den Pitch Event (top pitches presented).

15:30 - 16:00 Networking Break.

16:00 - 17:00 Dragon Pitch Event results.

17:00 - 19:00 All accepted abstract presentation.

19:00 onwards 7pm Gala Dinner 
 AIMed awards – voted by faculty and AIMed digital audience. 



 Thursday 19th September

08:00 - 09.30 Workshops 1
 Basic AI for Clinicians - All running concurrently 

08:00 - 09:30 Workshops 2
 Startups and Basics of Entrepreneurship - All running concurrently 

08:00 - 09:30 Workshops 3
 Machine and Deep Learning

 Saurabh Jha Dell
 Deep Learning Architect 
 Computer Vision has lots of applications including medical imaging, autonomous 

 vehicles, industrial inspection and augmented reality. Use of Deep Learning for Computer 

 Vision can be categorized into multiple categories for both images and videos – 

 Classification, detection, segmentation & generation. 

 Having worked in Deep Learning with a focus on Computer Vision have come across 

 various challenges and learned best practices over a period experimenting with cutting 

 edge ideas. This workshop is for Data Scientists & Computer Vision Engineers whose   

 focus is deep learning. We will cover state of the art architectures for Image 

 Segmentation and practical tips & tricks to train a deep neural network models. It will 

 be hands on session where every concepts will be introduced through python code 

 and our choice of deep learning framework will be PyTorch v1.0. 

 The workshop takes a structured approach. First it covers basic techniques in image   

 processing and python for handling images and building  Pytorch data loaders. Then 

 we introduce how image segmentation was done in pre CNN era and cover clustering   

 techniques for segmentation. Start with the basics of neural networks and introduce 

 Convolutional neural networks and cover advanced architecture – Resnet. Introduce 

 the idea of Fully Convolutional Paper and it’s impact on Semantic Segmentation. 

 Cover latest semantic segmentation architecture with code and basics of scene text   

 understanding in pytorch with how to run carefully designed experiments using callbacks, 

 hooks. Introduce discriminative learning rate and mixed precision to train deep neural   

 network models. Idea is to bridge the gap between theory and practice and teach how 

 to run practical experiments and tune deep learning based systems by covering tricks 

 introduced in various research papers. Discuss in-depth on the interaction between 

 batchnorm, weight decay and learning rate. Will cover how Semantic Segmentation 

 algorithms are developed to solve problems in medical imaging. 



 Jalaj Jain MIT Technology Review
 Applied Vision Researcher
 Generative adversarial network GAN) has been very successful in solving many ill-poised 

 computer vision problems for example noise reduction, image translation, video generation, 

 super resolution etc… However, GAN has been less explored for Solving medical vision problems. 

 In this talk, we will explore the state-of-art GAN networks and their following variants for 

 the generation of X-ray images with hip fractures. 

 l Conditional GAN

 l InfoGAN: Interpretable Representation Learning by information maximizing  GAN.

 l Energy based GAN .

 l Least squares GAN.

 l Boundary Equilibrium GAN.

 We also discuss the various GAN tricks and their impact on the image quality. Finally, we 

 show that GANs can be helpful in generating medical images of unusual Pathologies at 

 unusual anatomical parts for training thereby improving the overall accuracy of the networks.

9:30 - 10:00 Networking break and meet the exhibitors chaired by Dr. Anthony Chang

10:00 - 11:00 Keynote Session Day 3
 Opening Note Dr. Anthony Chang - 10 mts (3-5 slides) And set the frame work

 Keynote 1 - 10 minute presentations (3-5 slides)

 Keynote 2 - 10 minute presentations (3-5 slides)

 Keynote 3 - 10 minute presentations (3-5 slides)

 with 20 mins Q&A

11:00 - 11:45 Open Forum and 2 Abstract Award Winner

11:45 - 13:00 Networking Lunch.

13:00 - 14:00 Session 3A 
 Future of Artificial Intelligence with Relevance to Medicine (I and II).

 Shawna Hoffman Diversity in Blockchain
 Co-Founder and Board Member 
 Pending



 Shada Alsalamah MIT Media Lab
 Visting Scholar, Media Lab
 OPAL (short for OPen ALgorithms) is a groundbreaking big data analytics innovation that

 cracks what may be the single biggest conundrum of the Data Revolution: How to unlock 

 the potential of private sector data for public good purposes in a safe, ethical, scalable, 

 and sustainable manner. This is achieved through a novel framework that operates based 

 on key principles that preserve the privacy of systems primarily by pushing the computation

 out to these sensitive data, rather than exposing them, and setting up inclusive governance 

 mechanisms. In this talk OPAL4Health is presented to shed light on the use cases of OPAL 

 applications in the healthcare space to build trusted ecosystems to help implement

 patient-centered shared care and modern healthcare adoption.

 Dr. Eberhard Scheuer HIT Foundation
 Chairman
 Pending

14:00 - 15:00 Session 3B 
 Subspecialty Highlights of AI Applications (Radiology
 Intensive Care/Emergency Medicine, Cardiology, 
 Dermatology/Ophthalmology/Pathology)

 Ameet  Bhakhai Royal Free London NHS Foundation Trust
 Consultant Cardiologist
 Pending

 Krishna Boddu IMERA.AI Limited
 CEO and Consultant Orthoapedic Surgeon
 AI holds several potential applications in diagnosis and management of musculoskeletal 

 problems. We reviewed the current state of the art applications, future trends and possible 

 challenges.

 Image analysis can be considered as a low hanging fruit for the deep learning and considering 

 that most of the musculoskeletal diagnosis is heavily based on imaging modalities such as 

 X-rays, ultrasound, CT and MRI, a wide variety of applications are possible. Early studies 

 showed excellent promise in detecting hip fractures and wrist fractures from the X-rays and 

 grading osteoarthritis from the MRI scans. However, generic problems of lack of curated 

 and annotated data remain a big challenge to image analysis. Standard classification 

 algorithms with NLP based ground-truth generation has its own limits in this respect. 

 In-addition, wide variation in image features at different anatomical parts makes it complex 

 to develop comprehensive solutions with real world utility. Object detection algorithms with 

 multitasking networks heavily dependent on rigorous annotation seems to the best approach



 in developing generalizable tools. Generative adversarial networks can play an important 

 role in data augmentation by combining the features.  

 Deep learning can be exploited to analyse the routinely collected real world data of patients

 who underwent joint replacements with a predictive potential for the outcomes. Multitude

 of data types such as patient records, joint registry data with detailed information about 

 their prosthesis and its attributes and several surgical parameters, Patient Reported Outcome  

 Measures (PROMs) and pre-op, post-operative and follow-up radiographs can predict several 

 patient outcomes including the failure of the implants. 

 Chronic musculoskeletal problems are multifactorial influenced by the genome, epigenetics,  

 immune profile, gut bacteriome, life style, diet, exercise, sports, repetitive injuries etc. and 

 given the plethora of data points and their interdependencies, only deep learning approach 

 can predict the development of these conditions and their prognosis. Electromyography 

 and nerve conduction studies, widely performed for entrapment syndromes and nerve injuries, 

 can be classified with deep neural networks. Re-enforcement learning is being successfully 

 employed in robotic surgery by extracting the surgical skills of the experts. Combining this 

 to deep learning based plain vision and infrared vision with markers fixed to bone; AI can 

 be a game changer in the conception of ‘cognitive robots’ in orthopaedic surgery. 

 Developing large annotated data sets is the major challenge in developing these tools which 

 need extensive involvement of the orthopaedic community and leadership from the data

 holding authorities. Orthopaedic surgeons, rheumatologists and researchers need to 

 understand this technology in order to exploit it fully in their practice.

.

 Dr. Petra Siebenhandl The Hillingdon Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
 The Hillingdon Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
 Looking back in history from where we started off in Radiology – the Development of X-ray 

 by Conrad Roentgen 1895 - we have come a long way. Radiologists around the world were 

 excited by the development of CT scanners, which started with 1st generation scanners in 

 1971, when a scan took an average time of 30 minutes. Today, as we are working with 4th 

 generation scanners where scans only take a few seconds, the frequency has risen rapidly. 

 Should we have been scared of this development, because of the lack of workforce to report 

 these amounts of scans? In 2017, the backlog of unreported scans within the NHS rose by 

 130% compared to the previous year. Fortunately, numerous companies focusing on 

 developing new AI-based algorithms are being created every year now, to close the gap and 

 reach a solution for this and further issues. Over 70 start-ups presented their newest 

 technology at  RSNA in 2018. A study from Stanford University showed that “CheXNeXt” for 

 example, an algorithm which is the first to simultaneously evaluate X-rays for a multitude of 

 possible maladies already provides results that are fully consistent with the readings of 

 current radiologists.

 AI in Radiology is a new technical development, and like many others before it won’t be the 

 last. It will help mankind to safe costs in the health care sector, significantly reduce waiting 

 times and potentially safe more lives. Another fascinating step in the history of medicine 

 is just evolving.



 Antanas Montvila European Junior Doctors Association
 Board Member
 Pending

15:00 - 15:30 Networking Break

15:30 - 16:30 Session 3C 
 Important Issues of Artificial Intelligence with Relevance to Medicine.

 Stephanie Campbell Okulo
 CEO
 Stephanie is passionate that we harness AI to make life easier for doctors and simpler 

 for patients. We often work in overstretched services, striving to deliver excellent care 

 despite time and financial constraints. While AI carries the promise of remote-diagnosis 

 and optimised treatment plans - it also carries the potential for a devastating rationing 

 of services and a loss of patient contact. How can we put in place the systems to protect

 the very reason we entered the world of medicine? How can we ensure that our patients’ 

 voices are heard? How can we harness AI to create and protect the space for the meaningful 

 patient interactions that make our jobs worthwhile? Stephanie explores how we might 

 ensure that, as clinicians, AI works for the right people for the right reasons.

 Eleonora Harwich Director of Research and Head of Digital and Tech Innovation
 Reform
 Pending

 Brent Mittelstadt Oxford Internet Institute, Alan Turing Institute
 Faculty Member, Turing Fellow
 Pending

Adjourn


